
Newsletter October 2014

Dear brothers and sisters,

We had a warm month of October. As far as I know all of 2014 was warmer than any year 
before since data have been collected in Switzerland. Most people are not unhappy about the 
warm temperatures even though at the far end of it we know that there is a problem awaiting 
us which is called global warming. But we also know that as long as we will be on this 
earth, we will face new challenges. One of the new challenges is God's mission in 
postmodern Europe in which we as missionaries stand in the midst of it. Despite this 
extraordinary challenge I still believe that it is worth doing the work, as I will tell you a little 
in this newsletter and more in the upcoming letters. Currently, we are thinking about visiting 
our supporters in the US.

Thinking about Visiting the US in May or June 2016 (Our Last Visit was 2007)
We are considering to visit the US in May or June 2016. 
That would be a perfect time for us because Ilja starts 
first grade in August of that same year. We like to meet 
you in person after so many years to tell you thank you 
for your support. We will also share with you challenges 
of the work we are doing and it will be a time for fund 
raising. We would like to meet with churches and 
individuals that have not supported us thus far. Perhaps 
you can point them to us.  As for right now we are

Friends at Park Avenue, Memphis, TN        looking for $500 to be replaced by January 2016. Our
 new supporters need to know that much patience and a 
high degree of endurance is demanded of us if we want 
to stay faithful to the work that we are doing. There is 
no quick way of doing mission work in Switzerland 
watching the fruit grow quickly, as it may be in many 
areas of the world. We are though developing skills in us 
and others, as God continues to  prepare us to 
 minister in a mostly unresponsive place. It is no 

Power Point Presentation at Luther, OK       reason to give up. God is still at work
(I had some great ministry opportunities 
 at that church from 1996-1998) 
 

                                                     
People that we enjoyed to be with at 
White Station, Memphis, TN
                                                                                                                         
Still Meeting in the Elderly Residence
One challenge that we have had to deal with in our mission work which continues to burden 
us is to find a worship place. Although some members also have talked about the possibility 



of meeting in a home, this seems to be not the best solution right now. There are a few 
possible worship places that we have found, but they are either far too expensive or they are 
worship places with no additional room for the children. We have been allowed to stay in 
the elderly residence into the year 2015. If we want, we can stay there the whole year of 
2015 which takes away the pressure from us to have to find another worship place in a few 
months time. Bible studies on Wednesday will continue in homes. Since May 2014 the 
Wednesday night Bible study has been in Peter and Kornelia's apartment in Steffisburg. 

Personal Evangelism As Our Main Mission Strategy
Without a permanent place of worship, it is all the more important that we put much mission 
efforts into personal evangelism. We do not expect many people to find us at the worship 
place at the elderly residence. We have to seek out for those who seek God. But how? In 
Postmodern Europe we need to build relationships with as many people around us as 
possible trying to invite them to spontaneous “church events.” First, I can see that especially 
church couples with children have new opportunities to get to know other families with 
children. Many of our children have started going to kindergarten. Soon some of the 
children will start going to school. Lena and I have noticed that since Ilja has been in 
Kindergarten, we have had more contacts with families than time and strength to feed the 
relationships. God puts hope in our hearts that through our children and God who 
strengthens us, we may reach out through the little ones in the church to the community 
around us. Second, I see the opportunity to work as much with foreigners as with Swiss 
people. In Kindergarten where Ilja goes at least half of the children are from foreign 
couples, some of which are refugees. Lena and I have built some relationships with 
foreigners over the last few months and years which at some point I will write you more 
about it. Our eyes need to be open to see where doors open and we pray that God will use us 
that he may be glorified through us. 

News about People
My brother who lives in St.Gallen continues to recover from surgery and hopefully it will 
not take long until he will be all well again. Also Marcel, who had his eight back operation, 
is in the recovery process hoping to start back with part-time work soon. Anna, daugther of 
Ruedi und Regula, had her first baby boy. This means that we have another couple of 
grandparents in our church. 

Prayers:
-On the continual search of a worship place
-Thanking God that he took my mother home to be eternally with him relieving her from 
  much pain and suffering that she otherwise would have had in months to come
-Recovery process of Marcel and my brother who both underwent surgery
-Additional financial support of $500 beginning with 2016 or earlier
-Our preparations for the youth from Ohio that will be in Thun from July 10-20 2015
-Teklosien and Elsa with Ufoita and Yann (also two of their children still in Eritrea)
-Lucia, 71, and Elfriede, 86, who are dealing with all kinds of health problems
-Rösli, 86, who attends the Sunday morning assembly as a regular visitor
-Our small children: Robin, Ilja, Elena, Jeanette, Joline, Sarah, Julia, Eliane and Vanessa
-Anna having her first baby – that through ongoing life she may seek God more deeply
-Young people from church members that do not attend church anymore: Anna, Mathias, 
  Benjamin, Rahel. 



-The visitors and the people that the church is in contact with
-Strengthening our confession of Christ in the world 

Any Funds Can Be Sent to Our Overseeing Congregation:
Park Avenue Church of Christ
5295 Park Avenue
Memphis, TN 38119

Grace and Peace,

Ivan + Lena 

Ivan + Lena Voser Ziegeleistrasse 34a 3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland. E-Mail:
voserivan@hotmail.com  or voserivan@gmail.com, Phone number: 0041 33 534 57 37
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